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Seven years have passed since the farsighted agreed
measures for conservation of plant and animal life
were developed under the Antarctic Treaty, yet
Antarctica and its circumpolar waters may soon face
an irreversible pollution crisis. Efforts to keep this last
outpost of our global environment in its pristine state
must be prodigious to offset the harmful effects of
increases in scientific exploitation, tourism, and perturbations caused by pollution problems elsewhere in
the world. While these efforts to preserve and use
wisely the resources of Antarctica may seem ludicrous
to some in the light of pollution crises closer to home,
the gains from the undertaking will be not only aesthetic and scientific but also of economic and social
relevance.
That the conservation measures in the Antarctic
Treaty have advanced over these 7 years is documented by a continual flow of publications pointing
"Efforts to keep this last
outpost of our global environment in its pristine state
must be prodigious
out problems and dangers to the antarctic environment. These include numerous treatments on antarctic wildlife conservation: Panzarini, 1962a, b;
Murphy, 1963; Winterbottom, 1963; Stonehouse,
1965; Roberts, 1966; Wace, 1966; Anderson, 1968.
There have been papers on the dwindling numbers
of whales and other resources of the antarctic seas
that, in themselves, are not protected under the
Treaty: Cockrill, 1965-1966; Budker, 1966. Other
papers have treated the general subject of conservation, usually emphasizing the important aspects of
conservation of such wildlife as whales, seals, and
birds, with clear-cut documentation of their endangered state: Carrick, 1960, 1963; Murphy, 1962,
1967; Dasmann, 1968; Rudolph, 1970. These problems are still imminent. In this series of papers one
finds a growing awareness of antarctic pollution problems and conservation needs that stretch beyond the
local disturbances of wildlife populations. By 1970,
Rudolph recognized that a number of disturbances
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(foreign microorganisms, insects, toxic substances,
etc.) had reached antarctic and subantarctit regions
from outside those territories without having been introduced deliberately. His observation affords proof
for the well-known ecological concept that the biosphere—the part of the world wherein life occurs—is
a discrete unit that cannot be divided entirely and
successfully into two or more parts. Thus, the antarctic continental land mass cannot be separated from
its atmosphere or its circumpolar waters. Furthermore, misuse of antarctic resources will have relevance
to resources and human beings elsewhere in our
world. This concept is further elucidated by several
pollution trends recognizable in Antarctica.
Pesticides (or biocides)
A prime example of the inseverable connection
between Antarctica and the rest of the world is the
occurrence there of synthetic organochiorine pesticides, even though there is no record of their previous
use in that region. Sladen et al. (1966) found traces
of DDT in the fatty tissues of six Adélie penguins and
one crabeater seal collected at Cape Crozier on Ross
Island. George and Frear (1966) confirmed the presence of DDT in Adélie penguins and also found it
in several Weddell seals, numerous skuas, and one
fish. The skuas also had DDE, a toxic metabolite of
DDT. However, water, snow, an emperor penguin,
and a variety of marine invertebrates also collected
in the McMurdo and Ross Island area lacked detectable pesticides. Tatton and Ruzicka (1967) identified
DDT and a number of other organochlorine pesticides in penguins, penguin eggs, skuas, blue-eye
shag, one fish, krill (Euphausia) from penguin sto achs, and sheathbills, all collected near Signy Island.
The skuas possessed the exceptionally high conce trations of 26 parts per million of DDE and 2.5 pprn
of DDT in their fat.
A number of possibilities have been proposed t
explain the movement of these persistent pesticides
through the biosphere and their accumulation i
animal fatty tissues. Among the more plausible route
they could be trapped in airborne dust, which ca
travel great distances in the winds and then fall or
be carried to earth in rain or snow. Risebrough et a.
(1968a) have demonstrated such transatlantic movements of pesticides in the northeast trades. Another
mechanism of long-distance movement might be the
oceans. Wurster (1968) has found DDT in oceanic
phytoplankton, and Tatton and Ruzicka (1967) have
observed that there are lower concentrations of several pesticides in krill than in Adélie penguins and
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that there are traces of several compounds in subantarctic waters. These findings suggest that migration of marine organisms or passive transport in currents, in addition to airborne transport, may carry
these pesticides to Antarctica. Finally, the poor solubility of many of these substances in water suggests
that they may concentrate in surface slicks on the
obean, where they may spread rapidly over great
dstances (Parker and Barsom, 1970). Such a mecha ism of transport would increase in efficiency in the
presence of oil slicks, which have been increasing
s eadily worldwide since the advent of tankers.
The pesticide picture is by no means complete.
Soon other related toxins like the polychlorinated
biphenyls (Risebrough et al., 1968b) may be detected
o may reach antarctic ecosystems from elsewhere in
I
olir biosphere. Studies are under way to assess the
current concentrations of lead and vanadium in airborne dust and to measure their precipitation over
Antarctica. These and other toxic metals already
nliay have had an initial impact on the antarctic
biota. Because silver iodide may be used increasingly
iii cloud seeding to induce rain in and parts of the
world, in future years we may be concerned with
atmospheric ionic silver, an exceptionally potent
biocide.
Radioactivity
Radioactive substances as pollutants in Antarctica
resemble the pesticides and heavy metals in that they
can be borne in air, water, soil, and biota. However,
prior global awareness of the lethal effects of excess
radioactivity has tended to minimize indiscriminate
use of nuclear explosives and careless disposal of
radioactive waste material. Nevertheless, as nuclear
power increases in the world, the hazards from accidental release of radioactivity into the biosphere will
increase also. As with pesticides, the problem of radioactivity is global, and Antarctica cannot remain
immune.
Because of the slow metabolic rates of antarctic
cold-blooded animals, plants, and microorganisms,
the accumulation of radioactivity in them may be
orders of magnitude greater than in organisms of
warmer climates. Indeed, the situation could be worse
were it not for the Antarctic Treaty, which prohibits
use of nuclear explosives and disposal of radioactive
waste material in the Treaty area. So far, great care
has been taken to achieve these goals, as exemplified
in the meticulous studies that preceded and have
followed installation of the nuclear power plant at
McMurdo Station (D'Emidio, 1962; Brewer, 1963).
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Local pollution
Of course, not all antarctic pollution originates
from areas outside the continent and its circumpolar
waters. Solid and chemical pollution near the bases
themselves poses local problems in conservation that
are vital to the conservation of the entire region and
deserve immediate attention. Stations at the ocean's
edge, such as McMurdo, Hallett, and Palmer, frequently use the ocean as their chief disposal system
for solid, chemical, and domestic waste. Some of
these activities will disturb—indeed already have disturbed—local ecosystems.
At Palmer Station on Anvers Island during the
austral summer of 1969-1970, we noted frequent oil
slicks in Arthur Harbor. On several occasions, Adélie
penguins on nearby Humble Island emerged from
the water with noticeable oil slicks on their bodies.
Neither the fate of the birds nor the exact source of
the slicks was ascertained, but the potential hazard
posed by this slick to local marine and terrestrial
wildlife was obvious. Because of the slow rates of
microbial decomposition and chemical recycling at
"Adélie penguins .
emerged from the water with
noticeable oil slicks on their
bodies."
polar temperatures, the absolute dependence of terrestrial life upon the marine ecosystem, and the simplicity of antarctic ecosystems, seemingly small pollution problems of this type often may shift the natural
balance locally. The length of time for recovery of
such a disturbed ecosystem in Antarctica has never
been determined, but from experience with more
complex, more stable ecosystems in the Arctic, some
have estimated the recovery time to be more than a
century.
Solid waste and domestic waste disposal pose additional problems (Fair, 1963; Drobny, 1965; Sassani,
1966). Temporary solutions, such as the flushing
chemical toilet (Nehisen and Halton, 1964) and the
incinerator latrine (Smith, 1963) have been suggested for small camps, but they do not seem practical for large stations, especially in light of the predicted increase in tourism. An enclosed sewage treatment system heated by the surplus thermal energy
from a nuclear reactor might be economically feasible.
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Once in operation such a plant could produce surplus methane and other combustible gases that could
be burned as a secondary energy source. Chlorination
would no doubt be necessary since sewage bacteria
are known to survive in sea water at 0°C. (U.S.
Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory, 1963).
Another of the more local problems is that of the
destruction of terrestrial vegetation. Numerous case
histories substantiate the steady retreat of these slowgrowing lichens, mosses, liverworts, algae, and, on the
Peninsula, two angiosperms. At McMurdo Station,
lichens once occurred within a short walk of the
base, but no longer (G. A. Llano, personal communication). The depletion of vegetation along with appearance of solid waste (paper cups, beer cans) was
even apparent on Humble Island, 3 km from the
several-year-old Palmer Station. There, a noticeable
change had occurred between 1970 and 1971 (G. L.
Samsel, personal communication). Numerous cases
of declines in populations of marine and terrestrial
wildlife have been reported (Carrick, 1960, 1963;
Murphy, 1962, 1967; Dasmann, 1968; Rudolph,
1970).
The need to act
The need for pollution abatement and the conservation of Antarctica with its circumpolar waters
is obviously greater now than it was 7 years ago,
when outside and local stresses upon this environment were less. The need for preserving the simple
terrestrial ecosystems of interesting vegetation and
wildlife remains important aesthetically and scientifically. Even small antarctic lakes and melt pools are
vital as undisturbed sites for scientific study. This is
borne out by the discovery that chemical eutrophication, a man-induced pollution problem found
throughout the inhabited world, occurs naturally in
antarctic lakes entirely free of human influence (Samsel and Parker, in press). Such scientific discoveries
on remote antarctic ecosystems can thus lend new
insights and new approaches to pollution prevention
and control outside the antarctic region.
Most of us were at first surprised to learn that
chemical pollutants such as pesticides could travel
through the biosphere and reach remote areas of
Antarctica. Since the interactions in the biosphere are
multidirectional, and since we have discovered just
a few ways that pollution in the rest of the world can
affect Antarctica, one should ask, "How might pollution and exploitation of Antarctica affect the rest of
the world?" This question implies many others, such
as: What might overexploitation of krill do to ant52

arctic marine ecosystems, and how might this affect
migratory fishes, whales, and birds? In short, I believe
that a major disturbance of the ecosystem in Antarctica could have an economic impact on other parts
of the world; such feedback mechanisms are well
recognized in nonpolar regions.
A satisfactory solution to the global pollution problem obviously is beyond the capability of any consexvation program in Antarctica. Similarly, little can b
done in Antarctica to prevent pesticides, toxic metals,
and other biosphere-wide pollutants from enterin
antarctic ecosystems. However, scientific investigation to detect new pollutants and changes in ther
concentrations, to identify their pathways of tranport, and to understand their ecological and physi logical effects in antarctic ecosystems can bring about
more serious global concern and may lead to disco ery of remedial measures.
At the stations, a more vigorous research effort t
find new techniques for minimizing pollution will be
necessary before additional persons (tourists, scientist
and support personnel) visit antarctic bases. Techniques must be developed to preserve freshwater ecosystems, to improve sanitation and sewage disposal,
and to minimize marine slicks, underwater deposition
of refuse, terrestrial solid wastes, distribution of waterborne, airborne, and soil-borne pathogens, local atmospheric pollution and fallout, and radioactive and
thermal release. Some of these new techniques may
prove applicable to nonpolar pollution problems as
well.
The Antarctic Treaty nations must continue to
evaluate and develop their conservation programs.
Additional "specially protected areas" must be established with their restrictions on plant collecting and
animal killing. The Treaty countries should seek
further to improve the regulation of conservation in
antarctic circumpolar waters and pack ice zones, as
these areas have been proved an integral part of food
chains that support life on the continent and ice
shelves now covered by the Treaty.
The United States has a large and complex program in Antarctica and consequently runs the risk
of being a major polluter. It therefore seems only
proper that the U.S. should have a comprehensive,
effective conservation program. As shown in other
articles below, a start has been made. One way to
continue in this direction might be to have a conservation officer (a scientist) at each base with the
necessary knowledge and authority and with the responsibility for educating personnel, establishing local
conservation procedures, and seeing to it that the
procedures are implemented.
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Implications of Pollution
To the McMurdo Sound Benthos
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There are three possible sources of marine pollution
in McMurdo Sound near McMurdo Station: heated
sea water released from the nuclear-powered distilling
plant, inorganic trash dumped on sea ice, and organic
food wastes and sewage dumped on sea ice that is
eventually broken in situ by icebreakers.
Although the hot water outlet of the distilling plant
technically is a source of thermal pollution, the authors have made a number of dives near the outlet
and are convinced that, at the current level of discharge, there are no noticeable ecological consequences whatever. The sea water temperature within
0.5 m of the elevated outlet is at the ambient
(- 1.8°C) temperature. Nevertheless, in a small area
(25-35 sq m) in the vicinity of the outlet, the invertebrates have been killed, possibly as a result of flushing the distilling system. Should the plant ever be
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